SFD18 - VAST Data
*Mike Wing - President, @VAST_data
Introduced Howard
“I liked the story so much I joined the company”
Founded 2016
Alpha 2017
V1GA 2018
Company launch - today!
$80M funding announced from the likes of Norwest, TPG, Dell Technologies,
Goldman Sachs, 83North
“Sometimes, a startup takes such a new and profound approach to a problem that it
is hard to know where to begin to describe how radical of a change that company
has made in developing its product “ - Timothy Prickett Morgan, The Next Platform
https://www.nextplatform.com/2019/02/26/vast-data-clustered-flash-storage-bansthe-disk-from-the-datacenter/
“Our mission is to kill the hard drive”
It’s not about performance or reliability, price is what keeps it alive
*Renen Hallak - Founder and CEO
RAM + 3D XPoint
All-flash arrays
NAS
Backup
Archive (Object, Cloud, Tape)
Spent months asking customers what their storage looked like
Tiering is obsolete - there has to be a better way
Spinning media gets bigger, but spins at the same rate
With Flash, there is no tradeoff between performance and capacity
Flash is still 20x more expensive per GB
Introducing VAST Data
- All-Flash performance - write at 3D Point speeds, read at TB/s, Ms of IOPS
- Tier-5 Cost efficiency - engineered at every level to deliver unrivalled system
efficiency
- Exabyte-scale NFS and S3 storage - exceeds the capacity needs of any size
organisation
Technologies not available to storage companies before 2018
- NVMe-oF
- QLC Flash - low cost, 4 bits per cell, read performance similar to enterprise Flash
- Storage Class Memory AKA Intel 3D XPoint Memory

QLC - Price - Endurance trade-off - 500 write cycles versus 50000 write cycles
3D XPoint can be used to overcome the deficiencies of QLC (use as a write buffer
and metadata store)
Architecture - DASE Architecture - Disaggregated Shared Everything

HA Enclosure - JBoF
Using consumer grade flash
Connected with 4x100Gb Ethernet or InfiniBand
Container form factor with software - CPU and memory sold in an appliance
Containers and HA enclosures can be grown independently
NFS and S3 - most prevalent in the segments they’re going for right now
The logic in the containers, the state in the enclosures
“Customers love the idea of software-defined, but the hate software-defined. They
love to buy appliances.”

New Data structures enable exabyte scale

- always-consistent metadata structures
- agnostic to directory hierarchy or structure
- single source of truth shared across all nodes
- self-describing data structures
Protocol layer - NFSv3, S3, [tba]
Element Store
Attributes - Self-Describing data structures
- POSIX attributes, S3 user metadata, multi-protocol mappings, links, lock state,
snap state
Data store - Capacity efficient
- A byte-granular, thin-provisioned, sharded, infinitely-scalable data store
QLD Flash Enables New Economics
Pros
- 80% less than enterprise flash ($/GB)
- reads at the same speed as enterprise to flash
- no failure-prone mechanical media
Cons
- <500 write cycles
- not dual-ported
- no cache power protection
- poor write speed
When you collapse the pyramid, you don’t need to move data around anymore
Don’t let the drive deal with write amplification
- indirect-on-write system always writes in full QLC Erase Blocks (4GB)
- 3D XPoint Buffering ensures full-stripe writes
- universal storage wear levelling amortises write endurance
- VAST Predictive Data Placement
Global Data Protection

150+4 stripes
Why wasn’t it done before? Shared nothing architectures

Minimum size of a system is 1PB. Typical starting point is 1 data node (JBoF) and 4
compute nodes (containers)
Borrowing from the hyperscalers - everything is “fail in place”
Historical Barriers to Aggressive reduction

Similarity-based, global data reduction

- Data is fingerprinted in large blocks after the write is persisted in SCM
- Fingerprints are compared to measure relative distance, similar chances are
clustered
- Clustered data is compressed together; byte-level deltas are extracted and stored
VAST Data Universal Storage Vision

*Jeff Denworth - VP Products and Marketing
Performance is amortised across the entirety of your investment
IOs per TB
Use Cases
3 deployment models
- Enclosure + server appliance
- Enclosure and VAST containers
- Software-only

Horizontal applications
- big data - Hadoop, Spark
- log analytics - Splunk
- computer learning
- enterprise backup - Commvault, Veritas
Early vertical focus
- genomics
- financial services
- animation and content delivery
- HPC
3 customer testimonials at launch
- Ginkgo Bioworks - https://www.ginkgobioworks.com/

- Zebra medical vision - https://www.zebra-med.com/
- General Dynamics information technology - https://gdit.com/
Introducing Horovod - https://eng.uber.com/horovod/
VAST Data AI Challenges

VAST Data AI Zebra

Genome Pipeline
Random read-oriented
- not friendly to HDDs
- Trips up classic data reduction methods
Financial Services - consolidating HPC and NAS on one system
Commvault Example

Global Compression
“Extinction-level event for the hard disk”

